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Pruning 
 
First and foremost, follow the 3-D’s: dead, diseased and/or damaged. Most trees and shrubs, especially 
ornamentals don’t require a lot of pruning, just removing any dead or weak limbs, any damaged limbs 
and certainly remove any limbs or branches that appear diseased. If there is a greater concern for the 
health of a tree or shrub, consider contacting the Extension office or an arborist for advice. You should 
also follow the “3-D’s” when pruning for aesthetic purposes. 
 
Don’t commit crape murder! You have probably heard this term and laughed. The fact is, crape myrtles 
don’t always require pruning! They get their beauty from years of growth and maturity. If the new 
growth is cut back every year, each new season will bring young, weak branches that often break in 
storms. Plants should only be trimmed for aesthetic purposes: blocking a power line, window, 
overhanging street or when a branch is already damaged or growing into another branch. Limbs should 
be removed at the base where it emerges from another limb and do not leave any “nubs” or portions of 
branches (this is the case for pruning of ALL plants). It is also appropriate to prune suckers that emerge 
from the base of the tree and old seed heads.   
 
Fruit trees should be pruned more heavily. Fruit trees need to have limbs sturdy enough to hold the fruit 
it will bear. There should also be room within the tree for the fruit to grow. Peach trees are probably the 
most heavily pruned of all the fruit trees.  Peach trees need an open center for sunlight to reach every 
limb. Dead, diseased or damaged limbs should be the first that are removed. Then look at crowding, 
shading and aesthetics of the tree and individual limbs. It is also important not to let peach trees get too 
tall! How would we harvest the peaches if we cannot reach them? Apple and pear trees are similar, but it 
is less important to worry about crowding and having an open center in those trees.  
 
Roses for Valentine’s day! February 14th is a good reminder of when it is time to prune rose bushes. We 
want to wait until after the coldest weather to begin pruning these plants.  The dormant and old growth 
on plants actually help protect the plant from the bitter winter weather (remember my article from a few 
weeks ago?). For hybrid tea roses, prune top growth 18-24 inches above ground, retaining several 
healthy canes. The older the plant, the more canes you should leave. Make clean, sharp cuts just above 
buds which point outward (clean, sharp cuts should be made for pruned limbs on ALL plants). Antique 
roses will not need drastic pruning but can be shaped to make room for new growth.  
 

Upcoming: Camp County Cattlemen’s meeting February 21 and a Tri-County Cattlemen’s Conference on March 
10, tentatively. For more information or how to get registered for any of these programs, please contact the office. 

Extension office: 903-856-5005; kaycee.davis@ag.tamu.edu 

All data and recommendations are based on Texas A&M AgriLife Extension and other Extension Resources. 
Product/company names and recommendations are not endorsements of products/companies. If you have 
concerns about the accessibility of our programs/events, please contact us prior to the program or event. The 
members of Texas A&M AgriLife will provide equal opportunities in all programming and employment.  


